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Preferences are fundamental in decision making, so understanding preference management is key in
developing systems that guide the choices of the users. These choices can be decided through argument(s)
which are known to have various strengths, as one argument can rely on more certain or vital information
than the other. We explored argumentation technique from a previous study, and validated its potentials
by applying to it several real life scenarios. The exploration demonstrates the usefulness of argumentation
in handling conflicting preferences and inconsistencies, and provides effective ways to manage, reason and
represents users’ preferences.

Using argumentation, we provide a practical implementation of a system to manage conflicting situ-
ations, and a simple interface that aids the flow of preferences from users to the system. We illustrated
using the interface, how the changes in users’ preferences can effect system output in a smart home. This
article describes the functionalities of the implemented system, and illustrates the functions by solving
some of the complexities in users’ preferences in a real smart home. The system detects potential conflicts,
and tries solve them using a redefined precedence order among some preference criteria.

We also show how our system is capable of interacting with external sources data. The system was
used to access and use live data of a UK supermarket chain store, through their application programming
interface (API) and provide users suggestions on their eating habits, based on their set preference(s).
The system was used to filter specific products from the live data, and check the product description,
before advising the user accordingly.

Keywords: Argumentation; Preferences; Smart Home; Ambient Assisted Living

1. Introduction

Most decisions humans make are based on choice(s), even refraining from choosing is a choice.
Preferences guide our choices, so it is paramount to understand various aspects of preference
handling if attempting to develop a system that supports users’ decisions or acts on behalf of users
Brafman and Domshlak (2009), especially in an intelligent environmentAugusto et al. (2013). For
a system to be efficient in supporting and satisfying users’ needs, it has to know the expectations of
the users. There have been other support systems in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) Augusto et al.
(2012). Some of them rely on sensing equipment to gather information from users and the system
uses this contextual information to help users in decision making. An example can be having a
pressure sensor on a bed or chair to detect if a user is lying on the bed or sitting on the chair.
Another can be of having a Passive Infrared Sensor (PIR) in the bedroom to track movement.
There is currently a range of devices that can elicit information from users. Information can also
be gathered from the outside world, for instance, information details of a products from an on-line
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store. This can be useful for the system to manage the health preference aspect of a user. However,
these systems cannot handle users’ preferences in a dynamic way, because a system that is expected
to act on behalf of humans needs to understand and respond to the preferences of users and have
the ability to resolve conflicting preferences.

Conflict can occur in preferences, for example the desire of wanting to keep the bedroom light
“off” while asleep, can conflict with the need for the light to be “on”, for safety reasons. Whichever
reason it might be, a conclusion has to be reached, and the conclusion needs to be decided depending
on what the user prefers more. A conclusion can also change if a new reason or fact becomes
available. The knowledge of new facts can lead to preferring a new conclusion or relying on a
previous one, or make one consider that the previous conclusion is no longer correct. When new
information becomes available, it might provide a better reason to maintain the previous conclusion
or new reasons to come to a different conclusion. Providing a system that has the ability to react
in such a manner, so as to balance users’ preferences, is key in designing a successful Ambient
Intelligence (AmI) system. We explored the potential of argumentation in handling inconsistent
knowledge and conflicts in our previous work Oguego et al. (2018b), which we will also discuss
briefly in this paper.

1.1. Argumentation in AI

The evolution of argumentation emerged as an alternative to non-monotonic formalisms based on
classical logic from the mid-1980s to present Chesñevar, Maguitman, and Loui (2000). Modelling
common sense reasoning has long been a challenge in artificial intelligence (AI), as it mostly
occurs in the face of incomplete and potentially inconsistent information Chesñevar, Maguitman,
and Loui (2000). Several non-monotonic reasoning formalisms emerged to match this challenge,
but in this formalism, when additional information is obtained, conclusions drawn may be later
withdrawn Chesñevar, Maguitman, and Loui (2000). Formal logics of argument emerged as one
style of formalizing nonmonotonic reasoning, as argumentation systems provide a nonmonotonic
layer to reason about justification of truth Simari and Loui (1992).

The reputation of argumentation in AI has positively increased Mahesar (2018), which is why
it has been widely used for handling inconsistent knowledge (Simari and Loui (1992), Amgoud
and Cayrol (1998), Besnard and Hunter (2001) and Garćıa and Simari (2003)) and dealing with
uncertainty in making decision(s) (Amgoud and Cayrol (1998) and Amgoud and Prade (2009)).
The features of time and conflict-handling in argumentation systems have long been investigated in
computer science (Muñoz et al. (2011), Augusto and Simari (2001), Bandara et al. (2006), Bentahar
et al. (2010), and Muñoz and Bot́ıa (2010)). Argumentation has been known as a way to implement
and formalize defeasible reasoning Simari and Loui (1992), allowing us to reason about a changing
world where the information available is not very reliable or incomplete.

Argumentation as a reasoning process can help in making decisions by handling conflicting
situations expressed within deliberative agents Tamani and Croitoru (2014). The fundamental
ideas behind argumentation are to construct arguments in favor of and against each decision,
evaluate the arguments and apply some principle of comparing their value based on quality or
strength Amgoud, Bonnefon, and Prade (2005). The value of an argument can be qualified as
defensible, justified, or defeated as it is determined by the importance of the rules (reasons) it
contains Sartor (1994). The knowledge of new fact(s) can also lead to another conclusion being
obtained. The obtained conclusions are justified through arguments to support their consideration
Simari and Loui (1992).

When conflict arises among arguments, methods or preferences criteria are used to understand
if some arguments may be preferred over others. Establishing the preference of an argument over
another or a set of arguments over others, requires some definition of preference criteria, for example
“Specificity” and “Persistency”. These criteria were adopted during our implementation process,
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combined with “User Preferences” which we introduced in Oguego et al. (2018b).
“Specificity” as a preference criteria is based on the argument structure, and decisions can be

made based on which argument is better informed than the other. “Persistency” on the other hand,
assumes that properties tend to keep their truth values through time, unless there is a reason to
believe otherwise.

Our previous study Oguego et al. (2018b) used the predicates: Change+ −
at (p, i) and

Change+ −
in (p, I) to indicate that a proposition p changes its truth value from being true to false at

an instant i or in an interval I, respectively. The following axioms capture these concepts:

∀P p ∀T i(Holdsat(p, i− 1) ∧ ¬Holdsat(p, i)

→ Change+ −
at (p, i))

∀Pp∀II, I′(MEETS(I, I′) ∧Holdson(p, I) ∧ ¬Holdson(p, I′)

→ Change+ −
in (p, I′)

Where “MEETS” should be considered as in (Allen (1984) and Hamblin (1972)).

1.2. Preferences in AI

Preferences are crucial in decision making and have been useful in areas of artificial intelligence
(AI) such as scheduling, planning, combinatorial auctions, game playing and multi-agents systems
Walsh (2007). AI is not the only discipline where preferences are of great interest; they have been
studied extensively in various disciplines including operation research, philosophy, economy and
psychology Mahesar (2018). Preferences are fundamental for decision making as most areas of
artificial intelligence deal with choice situation Pigozzi, Tsoukias, and Viappiani (2016). But it is
important to consider that the system should be able to understand and support decisions made
by users Goldsmith and Junker (2008).

There have been various preference handling mechanisms which exist in AI, and surveys have
been conducted to identify the effectiveness of these classical preference techniques. One of such
surveys Oguego et al. (2018a) aimed to investigate the existing classical preference methods to know
if they have the capability to deal with conflicting situations and represent users’ preferences over
time. Our study identified and investigated some known preference handling techniques that are
closely related to the solution the research aims to provide. However, findings show that the existing
methods lack the ability to handle the inconsistencies and complexities that exist in preferences,
as preferences are known to change over time or clash with each other. For example, a football fan
who is also a news enthusiast, may want to watch his favorite team play at 7pm, and there is an
important news programme that will be televised at the same 7pm. How can the system support
the user in making this decision?

Some of the classical preference techniques in AI, Conditional Preference Network (CP-net) for
example, were restricted to manage either strict user preferences that are known or complete Allen
(2014). For instance, a student prefers to keep the lights “off” during the day and “on” at night,
as long as it is not his/her bed time. This means at a certain period at night, the light should
go “off”. This can be implemented using the CP-net approach, as the user’s desires are already
known. However, when the user is preparing for an exam, and stays up late to study, thereby falling
asleep at random times during the night, it will be difficult to apply CP-net in such case, as it is
unknown when the student actually falls asleep. The investigation also identified that the classical
preferences are not a feasible solution to produce a system that gives users the ability to manage
the complexities that comes with preference management in AI.
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Furthermore, we investigated ways users’ preference can be managed in AI, and this led to the
introduction of a new ontological sort, Pref. We discussed this notion in details and theoretically
applied it using some complex scenarios in Oguego et al. (2018b). The Pref sort is used to specify
“User Preferences”, which is managed through a user preference mechanism (interface in our case).
This introduction also led to redefining the order of precedence between the preference criterion
as:

< = {�
tspec

,�
tpers

,�
Upref(a)

}
�

tspec
> �

Upref(a)
> �

tpers

This means arguments will first be compared with “Specificity”, before using “Preference”. If the
arguments/conflict does not led to a new conclusion, the system will apply the notion of Persistency,
which implies keeping the same value of the property, whose value is under consideration in the
outcome of the decision process. A generic preference architecture framework was also produced
(see Fig. 1) to complement other existing frameworks which we applied practically (Fig. 21) in this
paper.
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Figure 1.: Overall preference architecture.

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes some case studies used in the practical
demonstration of our system. Section 3 emphasizes on the significance of argumentation to handle
inconsistent information and time. Section 4 introduces some of the features of the implemented
system and provides some discussion on its relations with an existing reasoning system. We fur-
ther emphasized on types of computations that can be conducted with the implemented system.
Section 5 illustrates how we modeled the more abstract argumentation languages from Oguego
et al. (2018b) into the, more restricted but practically more efficient, implementation language our
system understands. We stated some guidelines for the modelling process, and clarified better by
applying an example (light case scenario). Section 6 explains the infrastructure and equipment we
used for evaluating the implemented system and also layout of the Smart Spaces Lab where the
evaluation was conducted. In Section 7, we introduced the preference management system (inter-
face), which was used to influence system decision in the smart home, as we applied an informal
scenario and provided a demo to illustrate this. We also modeled multiple users’ preferences, for
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two different users, and applied one of the modeled users’ preferences on the rest of the scenarios
in this paper. Section 8 presented additional illustrations and demo, including the use of an API
from a supermarket chain in the United Kingdom. This is to show that our system is able to handle
conflicting practical situations and provide users with viable decisions. In addition, we discussed
the research process in general, from conducting the survey, to the developed system in Section 9,
and conclude with further-work in Section 10.

2. Case Study Analysis (Scenarios)

The below informal scenarios were considered and used to provide a practical demonstration of
how our developed system works.

Light Case Study: Sara, an aged individual who lives alone, prefers the light to be “off” when
she is asleep at night to provide more comfort. However, she might sometimes prefer the light “on”,
so that it is safer for her to move around her room when she wakes up in the middle of the night.

Healthy Eating Case Study: Sara also wants the system to be aware of her health circum-
stances, and provide her with information on food consumption. Since she is diabetic, she wants to
know the sugar content of her food, especially her favourite grocery, cake, which she usually buys
from her local chain store in the UK (known as Tesco).

These scenarios were used to evaluate the system within and outside of a smart home, so as
to demonstrate its abilities in managing conflicting user’s preferences. However, before evaluating,
we remind readers of the theoretical background of the implemented system. A more detailed
presentation of this, is available in Oguego et al. (2018b).

3. Temporal Reasoning

Time is ubiquitous in any activity that requires intelligence, as some important notions like ac-
tion, causality, and change are related to time Vila (1994). Artificial intelligence is an area where
the concepts of time and event are essential, as agents usually have to reason about a dynamic
environment.

The temporal language LTAugusto and Simari (2001) allows association of knowledge to either
“instant” or “interval” so the development of the real-world scenarios can be expressed. Example
of “instant” can be something that happened in a second in a system, while “interval” can be a
whole minute in that system. A sensor that triggered once, let’s say 13:04:05PM can be described
as instantaneous occurrence, but when the sensor triggers continuously over a period of time, let’s
say 20seconds (13:04:05PM to 13:04:25PM), it will be described as an extended occurrence during
an interval of time.

We define the notion of interval as a sequence of consecutive instants I = {[i1, i2] ∈ T ×T |i1 < i2}
so that, for example, [14:06PM, 14:21PM] can be the interval where the sensor was continuously
active. Auxiliary useful functions like begin, end : I → T can be defined to obtain the beginning
and ending points of an interval: begin([i1, i2]) =def i1 and end([i1, i2]) =def i2. We considered
a set of well-known relations in the literature as those between intervals that were explored by
Hamblin Hamblin (1972) and later adopted by Allen Allen (1984).

The world can be described as a set of elements with specific properties, for which we use the
following predicate: Holdsat(p, i), Holdsat ⊆ P × T , and Holdson(p, I), Holdson ⊆ P × I, denoting
that p is a property that is true in the moment i or interval I respectively. Holdson and Holdsat are
related in the following way:

Holdson(p, I) =def ∀T i (In(i, I)→ Holdsat(p, i))

5
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We assumed “homogeneity” of properties over an interval, meaning that if a property holds in an
interval then it also holds in any of its subintervals. For example, if a sensor was activated for 10
minutes in a row, it was activated in each minute of that interval (and each second of each minute):

∀T i ∀I I (Holdson(p, I) ∧ In(i, I)→ Holdsat(p, i))

∀I I, I′ (Holdson(p, I) ∧ I′ v I)→ Holdson(p, I′))

We considered “weak negation” of properties over intervals that can be obtained directly from the
negation of the previous definition:

¬Holdson(p, I) =def ∃T i (In(i, I) ∧ ¬Holdsat(p, i))

We also considered events as noticeable occurrences of the real world that can influence a given
situation. For example, the system sending a command to the light causes it to light up the room.
We use a predicate Occursat(e, i) (Occurson(e, I)) to indicate that an event e has occurred in an
instant i (interval I), for example: Occursat(TurnOnLight, 6:00:05AM),
(Occurson(Microwavecooling, [15:10:05,15:12:35])).
Mirroring explicit time references through instants and intervals, we assume non-durative and
durative events defined in sorts N and D respectively.

The following were assumed about event instances: Occurson(e, I) =def ∀T i (In(i, I) →
¬Occursat(e, i)) with In(i, I) =def Start(i, I) ∨ Divides(i, I) ∨ Ends(i, I) where these three predi-
cates are true when an instant is at the beginning, ‘inside’, or the end of an interval. The definition
given above for Occurson(e, I) means the occurrence of a specific event in an interval implies it does
not occur inside the interval (this is usually called “non-homogeneity”). We consider “weak nega-
tion” over durative events. That is, consequently with the concept of non-homogeneity explained
above, an event will be considered to not have occurred if a fragment (even just an instant) of it
has not occurred.

We ascribed actions only to humans, as humans usually act on their free will and perform actions
which typically cause some events to occur, which in turn potentially change some properties of
the world. We considered each human agent a from the sort of agents A has a repertoire W of
possible actions g: ∀A a ∃W g Agent(a, g). There could be instantaneous actions Doat (e.g. closing
the toilet door) and durative actions Doon (e.g. walking in the corridor).

Further discussion on temporal argumentation and notion of “instant” and “interval” can be
found in our previous study Oguego et al. (2018b). The explanations above mostly refer to the
time related representation of the world, which we modeled later in this study to the language
the implemented system understands. We will now provide overview discussion of the implemented
system (“Hybrid”), and a brief discussion on a reasoning system (MReasoner) the Hybrid system
was built upon. In addition, we provided some explanation of the specification file required by the
system for execution.

4. Hybrid System for real-time Decision Making

An earlier environment for our AAL system was based only on monotonic system with some
basic capabilities to reason with metric time operators called “MReasoner” Ibarra, Augusto, and
Goenaga (2014).

Our latest Hybrid System was developed to complement MReasoner (shown in Fig 3) as a way of
extending its capabilities, as the MReasoner tool can not manage and solve conflicting situations
in an intelligent environment in real time. The resulting Hybrid System can do both types of
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reasoning, monotonic and non-monotonic. When no conflicts are present in the rule base, it uses
the simpler light weight MReasoner, when there are rules with opposing conclusion, Argumentation
is used. Some of the features of the Hybrid System includes:

• Ability to select a specification file containing rules from any location on the computer
• Analyzes the selected specification file using a conflict analyzer algorithm to identify potential

conflicts.
• Displays potential conflict(s), if any has been identified.
• Depending on whether potential conflict(s) has been detected, the Hybrid System will pass

the file to either the exiting reasoning tool (“MReasoner”) if no potential conflict is detected,
or the conflict solver tool (“Argumentation Solver”) if potential conflict(s) is detected.
• During execution, Hybrid System has the ability to generate current results of all the prop-

erties involved in the execution.
• Conflict(s) detected during the execution process will be solved by the argumentation solver.

The Hybrid System will display the new results on the interface, which will take effect around
the environment at run time.
• The area(s) (instant or interval) where conflict(s) were identified and solved, will be high-

lighted by the Hybrid System for clarity.
• The Hybrid System also has the ability to explain how the conflict(s) were solve. Clicking on

any of the highlighting cell from the result table, will display the reason of how the conflict
was solved in the text area of the Hybrid System interface.

Illustrations of the Hybrid System at work will be provided in Section 8, were we provide some
demonstration of the system in real time, applying some real scenarios and live data.

Figure 2.: Hybrid Interface

4.1. Reasoning System (MReasoner)

The reasoning system (M ) was developed (interface shown in Fig. 3) based on natural character-
istics of reactive environments, as it has the ability to track certain environment conditions and
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act upon them. M also has the capabilities to capture states happening during time intervals. For
example if there is no movement in the last 15 seconds, turn “off” the lights in the room. However,
M lacks the ability to handle conflicting outcomes. For example, if someone is doing yoga, do not
turn “off” the lights.

The reasoning system (M ) is a rule based system aimed at handling simple causality, but has
been extended to handle some practical uncertainties and complexities, especially conflicts in user
preferences. We extended the M system by using argumentation to improve the capability of
detecting and solving conflicts that occur within an intelligent environment. The argumentation
solver accepts the specification file from the Hybrid System containing detected potential conflict(s).
Conflicts get solved by the argumentation solver following the order of precedence of preference
criteria discussed in Section 1.2. The specification file have to be written in an exact format that
is acceptable by the Hybrid System for execution. The specification file format and the execution
types are discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 3.: Reasoning System Interface.

4.2. Specification File and Execution Types

Figure 4 illustrates the specification file sample (and added some labels for clarity) of the reasoning
system. The specification file has to be in that format, but also depends on the type of execution the
reasoning system is running. The execution types that can be simulated by the reasoning system
include:

• Simulation expressed in iteration
• Simulation expressed in real time
• Simulation (execution) in real environment, with sensors and actuators

The first part of Fig. 4 consists of “all the properties (states)”, any property that will be used
during execution must be specified in the first part. The second part consists of the declaration
of “Independent States”, which does not depend on other states causally. The “#” symbol (when
placed in front of a state) denotes that a property is false. An example of applying the # symbol
can be “is(#Movement)”, which can be used to represent ‘no movement’ detected. The next
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states (a, b, c, d);

is(a);
is(#a);
is(b);
is(c);
is(#d);
is(d);

holdsAt(#c, 0);
holdsAt(#b, 0);

occurs(ingr (c), time);
occurs(ingr (b), time);

ssr ((#a, b, #d) -> #b);
ssr ((a, c, d)   -> #c);

All states/properties 

Independent states

Initial states

Event occourrence

Figure 4.: Specification File Format Sample

part which is the “Initial State” (as seen in Fig. 4), signifies initializing the state. For instance,
holdsAt(#Movement, 0) indicate that at the start of the iteration, the movement will be “off”
or false, this is absence of movement is assured. The fourth part known as “Event Occurrence”
(as shown in Fig. 4), are events used to impinge the system from the outside; it can be sensors
being triggered or via human behaviour commands. All of this notation was first defined as part of
the “C ” language in Galton and Augusto (2002), then the language was created by adding metric
temporal operators to “C ” Ibarra, Augusto, and Goenaga (2014).

However, the event representation (occurs(ingr([#]s), t∗) “s” signifies state and “t” signifies
time) can only be used depending on the type of execution simulated by the reasoning system.

The “Simulation expressed in iteration” executes the specification file of the reasoning system
based on the number of iterations specified, and the execution will not stop until the specified
iteration. The “Simulation expressed in real-time” uses the real time specified on the specification
file, as specified events are triggered at a specific time. For example: occurs(ingr(LightsOn),
16 : 00) means that the light should be triggered “on” at 4pm.

The specification file format shown in Fig. 4 is the format our implemented system recognizes,
in order to conduct the executions. However, the theoretical argumentation language is strictly
more expressive than “M ” and will need to be modeled into the specification file format (system
language). This we illustrated in detail in the next section of this paper.

5. Translating Argumentation Language

Our previous study explored the potential of argumentation to handle conflicting user preferences
Oguego et al. (2018b). The study also explores a generalized framework which can be applied to
handle user preferences in AAL and further provided an overall preference architecture (Fig. 1)
which can be used to extend the current argumentation systems. A proposed system was illustrated
theoretically to indicate that it can handle different users with the introduction of a personalised
preference function. The illustration showed how user preferences can be handled in a realistic way
in an intelligent environment.

One part of the scenario considered in the complex description discussed in our previous study
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was the lighting aspect, to make sure lights are “off” after leaving home. In addition to the theo-
retical illustration of how the system should work, we introduced the notion of Pref, (Oguego et al.
(2018b)) used to represent “User Preferences” in our system, allowing users to specify what part
of their preferences is more important to them. This was implemented in the form of an interface,
which has be discussed and illustrated in Section 7, as the interface allows users to select and
rank/modify their preference(s) to effect output in a smart home.

The proposed system was also implemented, which we refer to as “Argumentation Solver”, and
will be discussed and illustrated in Section 8.1, showing its ability to handle conflicting situations
in a smart home. However, executing the Hybrid System in a smart house requires a specification
file containing arguments that are made of rules, which the smart home will use to act accordingly.
These arguments consist of rules, are required to make decisions, as conclusions are justified through
arguments to support their consideration Augusto and Simari (2001). The argument notations in
argumentation will need to be translated to the language (rules) our system (Hybrid) understands
for execution. This translation will further be complemented with a simple light study of keeping
the lights “off” after the user leaves home, for better explanation. However, we will illustrate in
the next section how we modeled the argumentation theoretical language to the implementation
language our system understands.

5.1. Modelling Argumentation Theoretical Language to Implementation Language
(LTto M)

This section illustrates how we modeled some of the notations from the argumentation theoretical
language(LT) into the implementation language (M ). The translation of the LTto M is not an
automated process yet, it has been manually modeled by the developers of the implemented system.
There are guidelines listed below, which has been followed throughout the modelling process. Some
explanations have also been included for further clarifications.

The first step of the modeling process is the time frame of action(s) or/and event(s) occurred,
which can be at an instant or over a period of time (interval).

• “I0” or “I1” or “I2” refer to “interval 0” or “interval 1” or “interval 2” in LT. Modeling
this to the M using the time interval relation “MEETS” will become “[begin(I0), end(I0)]”
or “[begin(I1), end(I1)]” or “[begin(I2), end(I2)]”, with an instant representing 1 unit or 1
second of time.
• [−]2 represents 2 units (2 seconds) of time (Interval).
• [−][120s.] represents 120 seconds or 2 minutes of time (Interval).
• Constraints, such as: Length (I1) > 15(mins), will be represented as [-][900s.] or [-]15. This

indicates an action or occurrence of event taking place over the previous 15 minutes.

Events occurrence are triggered by sensors or actuators, actions are usually triggered by humans,
they were modeled as follows:

• Actions triggered by humans in an interval (e.g. movement detected for 20 seconds) is repre-
sented as Doon in LT, and modeled into Do in the implemented system M.
• Actions triggered by human in an instant (e.g. the light gets turned “on” at 7:00PM) is

represented as Doat, and modeled as Do .
• Occurrence of event in an interval, triggered by sensor(s) or/and actuator(s) in LTand rep-

resented as Occurs on; has been modeled to Occ on in M.
• Occurrence of event in an instant, triggered by sensor(s) or/and actuator(s) in LT, and

represented as Occurs at; has been modeled to Occ at in M.

Other additional notations of LT, which were modeled to M, which is a superset of atemporal
“C” language, are as follows, and we also include some explanations of LT notations that were not
modeled but used as they were in the implement system (M ).

10
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• Negation in LT, is represented as “¬”, and we modeled this to “#”. An example of how we
applied the negation is: #LivingroomLight, meaning the living-room light is “off”.
• The holding state of a property at an instant in LT is represented as holdsAt. We use

the same notation (holdsAt) in M. An example of how this notation can be applied is
holdsAt(#LivingroomLight, 0), meaning at “instant 0” (i0), which is the starting point
of the system, the living room light was “off”.
• For LT, the rules have a name or label ID. For example, L-R1 – L-R6 indicates Light rule 1

to Light rule 6. In M, each rule is represented as “ssr” and refereed to as “same time rule”.
• The notion (Prefon) introduced in Oguego et al. (2018b), is represented as pref in M, which

signifies user preference.

The sort (Prefon) introduced in Oguego et al. (2018b) which was also applied, is represented as
pref in the implementation language, and signifies “Users Preferences”.

We applied a light scenario example in Section 5.2 as regards to a user who wants the system
to switch “off” the lights when s/he leaves home. This is to provide a better understanding of the
guidelines for translation aforementioned.

5.2. Translating Light Scenario (example)

The notion of interval can be defined as a sequence of consecutive instants. So to translate tem-
poral argument rules to the reasoning rules our system understands, interval relations needs to be
considered. For our case, we have adopted the interval relations defined by Hamblin (1972) and
popularised in Allen (1984), as it has been known to be the most widespread way to reason and
represent time in computer science, specifically in AI. Interval relations defined by Hamblin (1972),
have thirteen possible relationships, one of them is “MEETS”.

MEETS(I1, I2) is defined as: interval I1 is before interval I2, but there is no interval between
them, i.e., I1 ends where I2 starts. Other relations can be used, we just use MEETS for simplicity
of the explanation.

5.2.1. Argumentation Light Scenario for Sara

Using the MEETS interval relationship, we illustrate a lighting scenario of a user (Sara) who want
the lights in her home to be switched “off”, after the system detects that she has left home.

Table 1.: Sara Lighting Scenario Dynamics

MEETS(I0, I1) ∧MEETS(I1, I2) ∧MEETS(I2, I3)

Holdson(Movement, I0) ∧ ¬Holdson(Sleeping, I0)∧ ¬Holdson(OnBed, I0) ∧Holdson(Home, I0) ∧Holdson(LightsOn, I0)

Lighting
Scenario

Movement ¬ Movement ¬ Movement ¬ Movement
¬Sleeping ¬Sleeping ¬Sleeping ¬Sleeping
¬OnBed ¬OnBed ¬OnBed ¬OnBed

Home Home ¬Home ¬Home
LightsOn LightsOn LightsOn ¬LightsOn

Transition
Cause

Doon(LeavingHome, I0) System Inference from: L-R3
Occursat(System
TurnsLightOff, end(I2))

I0 I1 I2 I3

Table 1 shows the development of the light scenario through time. The next set of rules are
extracted from ∆

T↓
Oguego et al. (2018b) to model the scenario in the argumentation system:

MEETS(I0, I1) ∧MEETS(I1, I2) ∧MEETS(I2, I3)
Holdson(Movement, I0) ∧ ¬Holdson(Sleeping, I0)∧
¬Holdson(OnBed, I0) ∧Holdson(LightsOn, I0)
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L-R1: Doon(LeavingHome, I0)>−−Occursat(LeftHome, begin(I1))
L-R2: Occursat(LeftHome, begin(I1))>−−¬Holdson(Movement, I1)
L-R3: ¬Holdson(Movement, I1)∧Length(I1) >= 15 ∧¬Holdson(OnBed, I1)>−−¬Holdson(Home, I2)
L-R4: ¬Holdson(Home, I2)>−−Prefon(LightOff, I2)
L-R5: Prefon(LightOff, I2)>−−Occursat(SystemTurnsLightOff, end(I2))
L-R6: Occursat(SystemTurnsLightOn, end(I2))>−−¬Holdson(LightsOff, I3)

The above six rules were modeled to the rules in the specification file, which is format the imple-
mented system (M ) understands. Figure 5 further depicts the argumentation trees representation
of the above rules, along with explanation of the argument.

¬LightsOn@I3

¬Home@I2

¬Movement@I1
Length@I1 > 15

LightsOn@I3
SystemTurnsLightOff@I2

LightsOn@I0 NotChange+−(LightsOn@I3)

A : B :

¬OnBed@I1

PrefLightsOff@I2

LeavingHome@I0

LeftHome@beginI1
NotChange+−(LeftHome@I1)

Figure 5.: Argumentation Trees for Sara’s Light scenario.

Argument for LightsOn@I3: As seen from the initial facts, the lights are assumed to be “on”,
as Sara is in the room. So because of persistency, there is a possibility that the lights will continue
to remain “on”.

L.On = 〈{Holdson(LightsOn, I0)∧ notChange+−
in (LightsOn, [end(I0), end(I3)])

>−−Holdson(LightsOn, I3)}, Holdson(LightsOn, I3)〉
The argument is reflected in Figure 5B.

Argument for ¬LightsOn@I3: Considering an alternative explanation, given that the system has
been designed to understand when the lights are not needed. The argument indicates that Sara
is leaving home at I0 and is not home at the beginning of I1. As a result of this, no movements
were detected from then onwards. If continued for the next 15 minutes and there is no pressure
on the bed at the same time, the system has reasons to believe that Sara is not at home at I2.
When Sara is not at home, she prefers the lights “off”. So at that moment, the system infers that
it is reasonable to turn the lights “off”. As a result, the lights are off at I3, as illustrated in the
argument tree shown in Figure 5A

L.Off =
〈{Doon(LeavingHome, I0)>−−Occurson(LeftHome, I1),
Occurson(LeftHome, I1)>−−¬Holdson(Movement, I1),
¬Holdson(Movement, I1) ∧ Length(I1) > 15 ∧ ¬Holdson(OnBed, I1)>−−¬Holdson(Home, I2),
¬Holdson(Home, I2)>−−Prefon(LightsOff, I2),
Prefon(LightsOff, I2)>−−Occurson(SystemTurnsLightOff, I2),
Occurson(SystemTurnLightOff, I2) >−−¬Holdson(LightsOn, I3)},

¬Holdson(LightsOn, I3)〉

Table 2 further illustrates the translation of Sara’s light scenario, following the dynamics of
Table 1, applying the interval relationship (“MEETS”) and the modeling guidelines provided in
Section 5.1. The output of the modelling process of the light scenario is in form of the specification
file in Section 5.2.2.
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Table 2.: Converting Argumentation Rules to Reasoning System Rules.

Argumentation Rules (LT) Specification File Rules (M )

L-R1
Doon(LeavingHome, I0)

>−−Occursat(LeftHome, begin(I1))
ssr((Do LeavingHome)− > Occ LeftHome);

L-R2
Occursat(LeftHome, begin(I1))

>−−¬Holdson(Movement, I1)
ssr((Occ LeftHome)− > #Movement);

L-R3
¬Holdson(Movement, I1) ∧ Length(I1) > 15 ∧

¬Holdson(OnBed, I1)>−−¬Holdson(Home, I2)

ssr(([−][900s.]#Movement ˆ #OnBed)

− > #Home);

L-R4 ¬Holdson(Home, I2)>−−Prefon(LightOff, I2) ssr((#Home)− > #prefLightOn);

L-R5
Prefon(LightOff, I2)

>−−Occursat(SystemTurnsLightOff, end(I2))
ssr((#prefLightOn)− > SystemTurnsLightOff);

L-R6
Occursat(SystemTurnsLightOn, end(I2))

>−−¬Holdson(LightsOff, I3)
ssr((SystemTurnsLightOff)− > #LightsOn);

5.2.2. Specification File with converted Rules

Below depicts the specification file for the light scenario along with the modeled rules discussed in
the previous section. Other aspects of the specification file have been explained in Section 4.2.

states(Movement, OnBed, LightsOn, Home, Do_LeavingHome,

Occ_LeftHome, SystemTurnsLightOff, prefLightOn);

is(Movement);

is(#OnBed);

is(OnBed);

is(LightsOn);

is(Home);

is(Do_LeavingHome);

holdsAt(#Movement, 0);

holdsAt(#OnBed, 0);

holdsAt(LightsOn, 0);

holdsAt(Home, 0);

holdsAt(Do_LeavingHome, 0);

holdsAt(#Occ_LeftHome, 0);

holdsAt(SystemTurnsLightOff, 0);

holdsAt(prefLightOn, 0);

ssr((Do_LeavingHome) -> Occ_LeftHome);

ssr((Occ_LeftHome ) -> #Movement);

ssr(([-][900s.]#Movement ^ #OnBed) -> #Home);

ssr((#Home) -> #prefLightOn);

ssr((#prefLightOn) -> SystemTurnsLightOff);

ssr((SystemTurnsLightOff) -> #LightsOn);

Now we will discuss and show some of the infrastructure and equipment required for the demon-
strations in a real environment.

6. Smart-Home Infrastructure

The research utilized a Smart Spaces Lab to conduct practical demonstration of the system. The
lab is a fully functional home environment provided to support research in AAL and specialized
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spaces to support research in the areas of Virtual/Mixed/Augmented reality and group decision
making support. The Lab further consists of other physical equipment that was also needed for the
demonstration process, the physical equipment will be explained later. Some images of the Smart
Spaces Lab areas and the equipment are found in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 respectively.

6.1. Smart Spaces Lab

The smart space lab is located within the Middlesex University premises. It is also known as Farm
House with necessary housing facilities, giving the lab the feel of a home. Figure 6 depicts the layout
which consists of a living room (Fig. 7), a bedroom (Fig. 8), a kitchen, a bathroom, a shower room
and two addition rooms used for conducting meetings and research. As seen on the layout, parts
of the house are wired with all types of sensors for research purposes, but we will address a few
that are specific to this research.

Figure 6.: Layout of the Smart Spaces Lab.

Figure 7.: Living-Room of the Smart Spaces Lab. Figure 8.: Bedroom of the Smart Spaces Lab.

More images of the smart home can be found here: http://ie.cs.mdx.ac.uk/

smart-spaces-lab/
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Figure 9.: Smart devices and equipment for experiments.

6.2. Equipment

The smart home requires smart devices and equipment (see right side of Fig. 6) to conduct the
experiments. However, for our demo we made use of a few, which are Motion sensor(A), Reed
sensor(B), Light Switch(C), Vera Box(D) and Pressure Pad(E), as show in Fig. 9.

The PIR (also known as the Motion sensor) is used to detect movement in the areas placed
around the house. The Reed sensor device is mostly attached by doors or windows to detect if
they are open or closed. The Reed device was reconfigured along with a dance mat to produce the
pressure pad (shown in Fig. 9E ), which we used to detect pressure on the bed. We can either place
the pressure pad on the bed or on the sofa to detect if a user is occupying any of these positions.

Fig. 9C is a light switch, connected to the Vera smart box which communiAscates with the sen-
sors and actuators. This can be used to carry out the automation process without using the switch
itself. Fig. 9D depicts the smart hub (Vera Box) that manages the z-wave sensors and actuators
connected to it through its own WiFi network. Vera accepts requests to query or modify the state
of the sensors/actuators. We used Vera and the reasoning system to execute the instructions in the
specification file, which will trigger the necessary outputs in the smart home.

The next section will illustrate our first demo using the preference mechanism, with our system
and an informal scenario to demonstrate how different user’s input can immediately impact the
system’s output. But first, we will introduce our preference management tools.

7. Preference Management

One key aspect of our system is to provide means which allow users to manage their preferences
easily. The system uses the managed preference(s), to reason about the preferences of the user,
and provides output that aligns better with the services required by the user. A simple interface
has been produced to help users manage their preferences and also help to manage some of the
complexities in users’ preferences in a smart home. The interface consists of textual menus for
simplicity, incorporating the Pref notion introduced in Oguego et al. (2018b) to allow users to
select and rank their preference(s) at their convenience. Depending on how the user ranked their
preference(s), the system output will be affected.

There are other preference interface that exist for smart home, such as “assist-robot interface”
Wang, Saboune, and El Saddik (2013) that works in two modes. Portable-Mode (whesn the user
is not at home), and Robot-Mode (when the user is at home). Another is a “Virtual assistant”
(Ospan et al. (2018)), used as a control interface for smart home environments, by using voice or
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text command. Complementing these interesting innovative interfaces, we only aim to only provide
a simplified interface to manage preferences in a smart home, as most of the existing ones are not
ideal for all users, especially older adults whose technical ability tends to decline affecting their
ability to interact with complex technological advancements Ruzic et al. (2016).

7.1. Preference Management Tool (Interface)

The interface was developed to give users the ability to prioritize their preferences, gives them the
freedom to modify it any time, and it will take effect immediately. The developed interface allows
existing users to easily retrieve the profile, modify the preference ranking and update the details.
New users can also create a new profile, which can be done on the same home page.

Figure 10 depicts a three step process of creating a new profile, as it only requires the user to
enter and submit a name. This transfers the user to the next page where the user can select from
a list of available preferences they want to prioritize. The third page is where the users can set
priority on the selected preference(s).

Figure 11 illustrates the modification process of preference(s) from existing users. They only
need to select their name from the drop-down list on the home page, which will load their profile
consisting of their preferences and ranking. The user can then modify the preference(s) they want
and update it, ready to be used immediately.

Figure 10.: Simple setting up of new users’ pref-
erence.

Figure 11.: Retrieving and modifying existing
preferences.

The research further provided an overall preference management framework, which consists
of the preference interface that has been discussed. The preference management framework as
shown in Fig 12, depicts the flow of the system. This starts from the user creating their profile or
modifying the ranking of their existing preference(s) using the preference interface, and saved in
the preference database. The system then uses the saved users’ preferences to provide the user the
required service(s) or output. The system can also use the users’ preferences ranking to solve any
conflicting situation detected during the process.
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Further illustration (demo) has been provided using the brief scenario in Section 7.2, to show how
the changes in users preference ranking (using the preference interface), can dynamically change
in real-time the system behaviour, whilst the system is still running.

7.2. Using users preferences to affect system output

As a guiding scenario, let us consider a user, Bobby, expects the lighting scenario to adapt to
varying circumstances. Below is the informal scenario which expresses how the user can prioritize
their preference of “Comfort” over “Light” and vice versa.

Bobby, an aged individual who lives alone, prefers the light to be “off” when he is asleep at
night to provide more comfort. However, he might sometimes prefer the light to be “on”, as it is
safer for him to move around when he wakes up during the night.

The first sentence of the scenario indicates that Bobby wants the system to turn the bedroom
light “off” when he is asleep as he prefers the comfort over keeping the light “on”. In this case
Bobby has decided to rank his “Comfort” higher (probably 6) than “Light” (probably 4). When
the system executes the rules (found below), which states that if Bobby is on bed for 30 seconds
([30s.]BedPadPressure) and there is no movement in the bedroom (#BedRoomMotion), the
system will switch “off” the light (#BedRoomLight).

ssr(([-][30s.]BedPadPressure ^ #BedRoomMotion ^ prefComfort) -> #BedRoomLight);

ssr(([-][30s.]BedPadPressure ^ #BedRoomMotion ^ prefLight) -> BedRoomLight);

The second sentence in the description explains that Bobby might sometimes prefer the light
“on” for safety reasons when he wakes up during the night. Let’s assume Bobby decides to change
his preference and ranks “Light” higher (6) than “Comfort” (5). When he goes back to bed, after
30 seconds or more of being on the bed, the system will still continue to keep the lights “on”, as
he has now indicated that he prefers “Light” over “Comfort”.

The link Oguego (2019b) consists of two separate video demos, showing how the home reacts
towards Bobby’s situation, as the system reacts to his preference changes (preferring “Light” over
“Comfort” and vice versa).

Figure 12.: Overall preference management sys-
tem.

Figure 13.: Modeled Bobby’s situation of keeping
the light “on”

Figure 13 indicates how we modelled part of Bobby’s scenario (from Fig. 12), when he decided
to keep the light “on” while he is asleep, so it is safer for him to move around when he wakes up
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during the night. As seen from Fig. 13, Bobby modifies his preferences ranking to prefer “Light”
over “Comfort”. The ranking order is saved in the database, and shown on the bottom right of
the figure. Since Bobby ranked the “Light” higher than “Comfort”, the system provides Bobby the
service of keeping the light “on”.

Furthermore, this research modeled the preferences of different users, that have different pref-
erence desires. Section 7.3 discuss how two different users with opposite desires can be modeled
using the develop preference management mechanism.

7.3. Modeling different Users Preferences

This section models the preferences of two different users. One of the user (Sara), cares more about
her health situation compared to other aspects of her preferences, while her son Joe fancies his
pleasure and fun more.

In addition to Sara’s preferences on handling light automatically (as seen in Section 2), she also
wants the system to be aware of her health circumstances, and provide her with information on
food consumption (if it contains sugar, since she is diabetic), especially for her favourite product
(“Cake”) which she buys from a grocery store.

If we assume Sara’s “Health” (assigned 9) is more important than “Safety” (assigned 7) and
“Safety” is more important than “Pleasure”, “Light” and “Fun” (with all having an equal level
of importance assigned 5) but are more important than “Comfort” (assigned 4). Then using the
notion introduced in Section 3 of our previous study Oguego et al. (2018b), we can represent Sara’s
preference in our system as follows:

PrefSara = { finance, comfort, safety,
health, fun, pleasure}

O(PrefSara) = { (9, health),
(7, safety),
(5, pleasure), (5, Light), (5, fun),
(4, comfort)}

Meanwhile, Sara has a teenage son, Joe, who cares about pleasure and fun above everything
else. Joe also prefers his comfort over health, safety and light.

We also assumed that Joe on the other hand, prefers “Fun” and “Pleasure” (assigned 7) above
“Comfort” (assigned 5), and “Comfort” above “Health”, “Safety” and “Light” (equal level of
importance; 3). Using the same notion introduced in Oguego et al. (2018b), we can represent his
preference ranking as follows:

PrefJoe = { comfort, light, safety,
health, fun, pleasure}

O(PrefJoe) = { (7, fun), (7, pleasure),
(5, comfort),
(3, health), (3, safety), (3, light)}

Health

Safety

Pleasure Light Fun

Comfort

Figure 14.: Sara’s Preference Ranking.

Fun Pleasure

Comfort

Health Safety Light

Figure 15.: Joe’s Preference Ranking.
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The preference representation of Sara shown in Fig. 14, will be used in the next section to
illustrate how our system works when conflict(s) arises.

8. Illustrations and Demos of Scenarios

The implemented system (Hybrid Main) which comprises of a reasoning system and the argumen-
tation resolver, is used to demonstrate how the system works, applying the scenarios mentioned in
Section 2. The demo is in three categories. The first demonstration was on the Hybrid System, which
shows the overall working of the application. This includes selecting a specification file that contains
rule(s), which the system compiles and check for potential conflict(s). Secondly, a light scenario
to illustrate the working of the argumentation system, using preference criteria initially discussed
and applied in this precedence order: < = {�

tspec
,�

tpers
,�

Upref(a)
} with �

tspec
> �

Upref(a)
> �

tpers

Lastly, the integration of a large chain store’s API, as we use the system to access their data
and search for a specific type of product (“Cake” in this case). This illustrates the flexibility of our
research in terms of the sources of data and the type of contexts being considered.

8.1. Hybrid System Illustration

Figure 2 depicted the interface of the Hybrid System, which is used to load a specification file. The
specification file contains a set of rules, which should be selected using the “Select Specification
File” button. Depending on whether the rules in the Specification file contains potential conflict(s)
or not, the system will activate/enable either the “MReasoner” button or the “Argumentation
Solver” button.

Launching the Hybrid system will disable both the “MReasoner” and “Argumentation Resolver”
buttons, as shown in Fig. 2. The specification file will need to be selected (which can be selected
from any location on the computer) as shown in Fig. 16. When the specification file is selected,
the compiler (referred to as conflict analyser) compiles the file for potential conflicts. If no conflict
is detected, the “MReasoner” button is enabled (allowing the system to run the specification file
without the involvement of the conflict analyzer) and the “Argumentation Solver” button stays
disabled as shown in Fig 17. If potential conflict(s) is/are detected, the “Argumentation Solver”
button is enabled and the potential conflict(s) is displayed in the text area as shown in Fig. 18.
The system can now run the file and solve any actual conflict from the potential ones.

Figure 16.: Browsing to select Specification File
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Figure 17.: The MReasoner button is enabled as ’NO’ potential conflict is detected

Figure 18.: The Argumentation Solver button is enabled as potential conflict is detected

Figure 18 shows three potential conflicts, that were detected after the specification file
(“BedroomLight-conflict.txt”) was selected, but only the detected conflict(s) among them was
solved during execution. Meanwhile, to check for conflict(s), the compiler only compiles the last
part of the specification file that consists of the rules. Below are the rules that were compiled in
this case:

ssr((<->[12:00:00-18:00:00]BedRoomMotion ^ BigPadIdle) -> BedRoomLight);

ssr((LivingRoomMotion) -> LivingRoomLight);

ssr((#LivingRoomMotion) -> #LivingRoomLight);

ssr((ToiletMotion) -> ToiletLight);

ssr((#ToiletMotion) -> #ToiletLight);

ssr(([-][30s.]#BigPadIdle ^ #BedRoomMotion ^ prefLight) -> BedRoomLight);

ssr(([-][30s.]#BigPadIdle ^ #BedRoomMotion ^ prefComfort) -> #BedRoomLight);

The three potential conflicts from the above rules are related to conclusions involving: BedRoom-
Light, LivingRoomLight and ToiletLight. However, LivingRoomLight and ToiletLight are only po-
tential conflicting, as the consequence opposes each other. Here, the property BedRoomLight, has
been detected as a conflict, as both rules states that if the pressure pad is “not” idle for 30 seconds
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([−][30s.]#BigPadIdle) and no movement detected in the bedroom (#BedRoomMotion), then
the bedroom light being either “on” or “off”, will be decided based on the preference ranking of the
user. If the user ranks “Comfort” (prefComfort) higher than “Light” (prefLight), then the bed
room light goes “off” (#BedRoomLight) else, the bed room light stays “on” (BedRoomLight).

Figure 19.: Hybrid System highlighting the columns where conflict was detected and solved

The scenario was executed in the real environment, as the events are triggered with either sensors
and/or actuators. Figure 20 indicates that the user has set his/her priority to prefer “Comfort”
over “Light”, in this case. This means that when the conflict is detected, the system first tries
to resolve the argument with “Specificity”, which will not be possible, as both rules are equally
specific. The system will then try to resolve the argument using “Preference”, and from Fig 20,
“Comfort” has higher priority over “Light”. So #BedRoomLight wins the argument, and the system
switches “off” the bedroom light when the user is on the bed for more than 30 seconds and no
movement is detected in the bedroom.

The Hybrid interface also has the ability to populate the results of the properties value, and
also pinpoint the exact instant or interval the conflict(s) were identified and solved. The Hybrid
system also provides the details of how the conflict(s) was/were solved. During or after execution
the results are display using the“Load Results/Solved Conflicts” button. Figure 19 shows results
which are loaded on the below text area of the Hybrid interface, and the highlighting identifies the
areas where conflicts were detected and solved immediately.

Furthermore, clicking on any of the highlighted cells, additional information on how the
conflict was solved at that instant will be provided. Since BedRoomLight was the conflicting
state/property, and the argument was solved using “user preference”, the system highlights the
conflicting cells within the BedRoomLight column. When any of the cell is clicked, the reason how
the argument (BedRoomLight) was solved, gets displayed in the middle text-area of the Hybrid
interface, as shown in Fig 19. If any other area (with no highlighting) is clicked, the text area will
display “No conflict detected”
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Figure 20.: Interface showing that the user priori-
tised Comfort over Light.
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Figure 21.: Using Sara’s preference ranking to
solve bedroom light conflict

We further applied this argument (BedRoomLight) to our preference architecture (shown in Fig.
1) which we introduced in our previous work Oguego et al. (2018b), to illustrate how our produced
system functions internally. Figure 21 shows how the argument was fully applied to the preference
architecture, and how the bedroom light conflict was solved using the preference ranking (in Fig.
20) of the user (Sara).

As shown in Fig. 21, compared to the overall preference architecture in Fig. 1, the “External
world” where information comes into the system from the outside, was replaced by the equip-
ment in the bedroom. The equipment consists of the movement sensor which detects if the user is
present in the bedroom or not. The pressure pad (known as BigPadIdle), placed underneath
the mattress, detects that the user has been on the bed continuously for the past 30seconds
([−][30s.]#BigPadIdle), and the light switch automatically goes “on” or “off” depending on Sara’s
preference ranking.

Since the system could not decide whether to keep the bed room light “on” or “off”, a conflict
resolution process had to take place. From Fig. 21, the system considers the arguments as in “A”
(Bedroom Light “on”) or in “B” (Bedroom Light “off”) as shown in the top right side of the archi-
tecture. The system then runs the check using Specificity (as shown in “Argument Comparison”)
and from the rules “A” is not more specific than “B” (A 6�

tsec
B) and vice versa (B 6�

tsec
A). The

system then moves to the next preference criterion, which according to the order of precedence, is
“user preferences”. The system then runs another check, in the “User Preference Handling Mod-
ule”, where the system checks the database to access the user (Sara) preference ranking order,
for “Comfort” and “Light”. From the bottom left side of the figure (Fig. 21), it shows that Sara
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ranked “Comfort” higher than “Light”, also shown on her preference profile in Fig. 20. The profile
indicates that Sara ranked “Comfort - 7” (argument “B”) and “Light - 6” (argument “A”), which
will allow the system to turn the bedroom light “off”, thereby solving the conflict with “B” winning
the argument using user’s preferences (B �

tpref
A ).

Figure 22 further depicts the database records, and the last column indicating the reason (“User
Preferences”) the system applied in solving the bedroom light conflict.

Figure 22.: Database showing how the conflict was solved using the preference criterion, “User
Preferences”

The following link (Oguego (2019a)) contains a video demonstration of the Bedroom conflict
scenario, as a supporting evidence of the explanation and illustration made in this section. We
have also provide the data set result of the experiment, to indicate details of the full output of the
validation process.

This research further conducted a supplementary demonstration in Section 8.2, to show that our
system is able to detect and solve all three preference criteria earlier discussed.

8.2. Solving conflicts using three preference criteria (Specificity, User Preferences
and Persistency).

A specification file was written to trigger potential conflicts in all three areas of the preferences
criteria, as the intention was to illustrate that our system is capable enough to detect conflicts
at any time, even at the same interval and solve them using any of the preference criteria. Below
is the specification file with the rules, which consist of three potential conflicts in relation to the
preference criteria:

states(BedroomMotion, BedRoomLight, ShowerMotion,ShowerRoomLight, ToiletMotion,

ToiletLight, CorridorMotion, CorridorLight, BigPadIdle, prefComfort, prefLight);

is(CorridorMotion);

is(ShowerMotion);

is(BigPadIdle);

is(ToiletMotion);

is(BedroomMotion);

is(prefComfort);

is(prefLight);

holdsAt(#CorridorMotion, 0);

holdsAt(#CorridorLight, 0);

holdsAt(#BedRoomLight, 0);

holdsAt(#BedroomMotion, 0);

holdsAt(BigPadIdle, 0);
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holdsAt(#ToiletLight, 0);

holdsAt(#ToiletMotion, 0);

holdsAt(#ShowerRoomLight, 0);

holdsAt(#ShowerMotion, 0);

holdsAt(prefComfort, 0);

holdsAt(prefLight, 0);

ssr((CorridorMotion ^ prefLight) -> CorridorLight);

ssr((CorridorMotion ^ prefComfort) -> #CorridorLight);

ssr((BedroomMotion ^ BigPadIdle) -> BedRoomLight);

ssr((BedroomMotion) -> #BedRoomLight);

ssr((ToiletMotion) -> ToiletLight);

ssr((ShowerMotion) -> ShowerRoomLight);

ssr((CorridorMotion) -> #ShowerRoomLight);

The rules were created to check for the “User Preference” aspect of conflict, as the term prefLight
and prefComfort indicate the preference aspect which triggers either the corridor light “on” (Corri-
dorLight) or the corridor light “off” (#CorridorLight). The rules also checked for the “Specificity”
aspect of the conflict, as the potential conflict of bedroom light is determined based on which of
the arguments (“BedRoomLight” or “#BedRoomLight”) is more specific or informed. The system
also checked for “Persistency” notion, to know if the property (state) keeps the true value over
time when there is no reason for the property to change its value, unless there is/are reason(s) to
believe otherwise.

We applied Sara’s preference ranking order (discussed in Section 7.3, Fig. 14) for the demonstra-
tion of this scenario. Meanwhile, Figure [23] [24] [25] illustrates the argument of all three potential
conflicts in argumentation tree form, using the “MEETS” interval relation initially discussed.

CorridorLight@I2

CorridorMotion@I1

A :

PrefLight@I1

¬CorridorLight@I2

CorridorMotion@I1

B :

PrefComfort@I1

Figure 23.: Argument tree for Corridor-Light “on” or “off”.

BedRoomLight@I2

BedroomMotion@I1 BigPadIdle@I1

¬BedRoomLight@I2

A : B :

BigPadIdle@I1

Figure 24.: Argument for BedRoom-Light.

¬ShowerRoomLight@I2

A :

ShowerMotion@I1

ShowerRoomLight@I2

B :

CorridorMotion@I1

Figure 25.: Argument for ShowerRoom-Light.

When the system is in execution, it processes the specification file and checks for potential
conflict(s). From the rules, the potential conflicts are CorridorLight, BedRoomLight and Show-
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erRoomLight and are stored in the potential conflict table, and display on the Hybrid Interface
(shown in Fig. 26). Each time a new specification file is processed, it erases the previous record(s)
in the potential conflict table and saves the current potential conflict(s) identified (if any, otherwise
the potential conflict table will remain empty).

Figure 26.: Identified Potential Conflicts for Sara

The first potential conflict (CorridorLight) is an actual conflict, as the system does not know
whether to turn “on” or turn “off” the corridor light. However, this depends on which of the
preferences (“Light” or “Comfort”) has higher priority. For this scenario, Sara’s preference ranking
order shown Fig. 14 was adopted, asprefLight was assigned the value 6 and preComfort was assigned
the value 4. The corridor light was turned “on” as CorridorLight won the argument based on
prefLight having higher priority over preComfort.

The second potential conflict (bedroom light) was decided based on “Specificity”, so BedRoom-
Light won the argument over #BedRoomLight. This is because the argument (BedRoomLight) had
additional information (“BedroomMotion”) that should supports the argument of turning the light
“on”.

The argument representation tree of the “Bedroom Light” (as shown in Fig. 24A and 24B),
further explains why argument “A” wins the argument based on specificity, with tree “A” having
additional information than tree “B”. “BedroomMotion” is a motion sensor (Fig. 9A) which is
used to detect movement around the bedroom, along with the pressure pad being idle (BigPadIdle,
shown in Fig. 9E), will keep the light “on”.

The current value for the shower room light persists which is #ShowerRoomLight, meaning
that the shower room light remains “off”. Since both “Specificity” and “User Preferences” cannot
solve the conflict, the property (“Shower-room Light”) retains the previous value of keeping the
light “off”, unless there is an inference of new information into the system. The previous value
in this case is “off” (holdsAt(#ShowerRoom− Light, 0); ) as shown in the specification file. This
signifies that the value of the “Shower-Room Light” property at the starting point or initial state,
was “off”.

Note, all rules follows the order of precedence (�
tspec

> �
Upref(a)

> �
tpers

) in trying to solve
any conflict, regardless of how the specification file is written. This means any detected conflict
first tries to be solved using “Specificity” and if it cannot be solved, the system then tries to
use “User Preferences”. If the conflict cannot be solved using “User Preferences” (maybe because
the Preference properties are equally ranked), it then continues to keep the property’s true value
(“Persistency”).

Figure 27 shows the intervals (highlighted) where conflicts were detected and solved for this
scenario. As seen from the screen-shot, selecting a column from the bedroom light row, the reason
(“Specificity”) used in solving the conflict is displayed in the middle text area. The figure also
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Figure 27.: Hybrid System showing all three detected and solved of conflicts; “Specificity”, “User
Preferences” and “Persistency”

illustrates that conflicts were solved on other properties (“Shower-room Light and Corridor Light”)
as well, which were solved with persistency and user preferences, respectively.

Figure 28 illustrate some of the the database log of the solved conflict. The “iteration” column
states the exact iterations where the conflicts were detected and solved, the properties columns
(Bedroom Light, Shower room Light and Corridor Light) display either a new conclusion or retain
the previous value. The values in the database indicating 1 or 0, which represent true or false
displayed on the Hybrid interface. The last column (“resolve reason”), depicts the reason the
Hybrid system was used to resolve the conflict. In addition, the system is able to solve multiple
conflicts at the same time, using any or all of the preference criteria in the iteration.

The demonstration link (Oguego (2019c)) indicates the illustration discussed above, using the
aforementioned specification file in this section. Attached in the same link is the complete data
set, showing more logs of the detected conflicts and how they were solved, applying the preference
criteria where necessary. The validation was conducted for 2 hours.

8.3. Supermarket Chain Store (Tesco) API

The research took another step to validate the effectiveness of the Hybrid system using live data.
The live data was from one of the top supermarkets in the United Kingdom, known as Tesco. We
requested for the API on their grocery products, which was used to filter “Cake” product, and
check if the product description contains sugar. The aim was to warn the user, Sara, who is known
to be diabetic, about the content of the Cake product, but it is Sara’s decision to buy the Cake
or not. The system also identifies the Cake products that do not contain sugar, which gives Sara
more options of deciding to buy them or not.

So based on the users’ ranking preference (Sara in this case), since she prefers health (prefHealth)
over pleasure (prefPleasure) as seen in Fig. 14, the system should advise her “not” to buy the cake
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Figure 28.: Database showing all three types of conflicts; “Specificity”, “Preference” and “Persis-
tency”

(#Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake). If for some reason Sara changes her preference ranking of
preferring “Pleasure” over “Health”, the system will then advise the user to buy the cake
(Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake). In addition, if it happens that all the filtered cake product do
not contain sugar, Sara can equally choose to (or not to) order from any of the available cake
products that do not contain sugar and vice versa.

Considering the healthy eating case study in Section 2, the below specification file with rules was
developed to check for the availability of a particular product, “Cake”. If found, the rules check
the product description (details of the cake) for sugar, and then advises the user depending on her
preference ranking.

states(BuyCake, Diabetic, CakeOnSales, Sugar, Occ_CakeAvaliable,

Occ_SugarDetected, Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake, prefPleasure, prefHealth);

is(Occ_CakeAvaliable);

is(Occ_SugarDetected);

is(Diabetic);

is(prefPleasure);

is(prefHealth);

is(Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake);

holdsAt(#BuyCake, 0);

holdsAt(Diabetic, 0);

holdsAt(#CakeOnSales, 0);

holdsAt(#Sugar, 0);

holdsAt(Occ_CakeAvaliable, 0);

holdsAt(#Occ_SugarDetected, 0);

holdsAt(#Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake, 0);

holdsAt(prefHealth, 0);

holdsAt(prefPleasure, 0);

ssr((Occ_CakeAvaliable) -> CakeOnSales);

ssr((CakeOnSales ^ prefPleasure) -> Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake);

ssr((Occ_SugarDetected) -> Sugar);

ssr((Diabetic^Sugar^CakeOnSales^prefHealth) -> #Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake);
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Figure 29.: Requesting for Tesco URL to search for Cake Product

Figure 29 depicts how the link to the data is generated from Tesco Labs. According to the search
parameter, the product to be queried needs to be entered (Cake in this case), the “offset” indicates
where the search should commence from. If the “offset” is 10, the search result is produced from
the 11th product, and the “limit” is how many products you want to limit the search to. This can
be any number, 12, 50, 67 or 500 (which is the maximum at a time). When the these parameters
have been set, it will generate a url which will be used (along with a private subscription key) to
access the filtered product.

Figure 30 illustrates the Hybrid interface after system’s execution. The specification file is first
compiled to check for potential conflict(s) (Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake in this case) as shown in
the Fig. 30, but, the system is yet to advise Sara to buy the Cake or “not”. During execution, the
Hybrid system accesses the URL online to check for the availability of the product, Cake. If Cake
is available, it means the Cake is up for sale at that moment. The system then checks from the
list of Cakes available, to know if the product description contains sugar. If sugar is found in the
description, the system advises Sara “not” to buy the product (as seen from the scenario) due to
her health condition, in addition to her preference priority of Health(prefHealth) over Pleasure
(prefP leasure), as seen in Fig. 14.

Considering the rules on the specification file for the Tesco API, one might ask why “User
Preference” criteria was used to solve the conflict instead of “Specificity”. “Specificity” as we know
(when comparing arguments), is a way of preferring the best-informed argument. Specificity is
also based on the structure of the arguments, and when the argument is incomparable or equi-
specific Augusto and Simari (2001), the system will then apply the next preference criterion (user
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Figure 30.: System Advice Sara Not to buy cake since her “Health” has higher priority over
“Pleasure”

preference in this case). The argument Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake, is incomparable because one
of the arguments has a unique property the other argument does not have. So this cannot be used
to decide which one is preferable. However, if both arguments were as follows:

ssr((CakeOnSales ^ prefHealth) -> #Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake);

ssr((Diabetic^Sugar^CakeOnSales^prefHealth) -> Occ_SystemAdvicesBuyCake);

The notion “Specificity” will be applied in this case, as Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake will
win, as the argument is more informed than the other argument. Since the argument for
#Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake does not contain any supporting property the argument for
Occ SystemAdvicesBuyCake does not have, “Specificity” criterion can be used in solving this
conflict. Figure 31 consists of all Cake products that were extracted from the filter, with an addi-
tional column to inform the user (Sara) which of the products contains “Sugar” or “not”.

A video demonstration of the Tesco API illustration is found here: Oguego (2019d), along with
data sets extracted from the validation process.

9. Discussion

The aim of this study has been to improve preference management in Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL). Although there has been significant work in this area, not enough has been done to facil-
itate inter-relation between AAL systems and user preferences. This research has been carefully
investigated, as we first conducted a survey in the state of the art to identify existing ways user
preferences were handled in AAL Oguego et al. (2018a). Analysis of previous work, especially on
several well-known preference handling techniques (CP-net etc.) were conducted but they were
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lacking some important features useful to solve practical problems.
One feature which is expected naturally, is the dealing of human preferences, which can conflict

in terms of “desires” with “needs” as there is a battle with what we humans would like, but can not
have due to various reasons. The dynamic changing of preferences over time is also another feature,
as humans can choose to decide something different at any point in time (internally) and can also
be affected by external influences such as weather information or health professionals advises.

This led to the consideration of argumentation as a possible formalism, as it has the ability to
handle inconsistent information and knowledge in relation to time. We theoretically explored argu-
mentation techniques in another study Oguego et al. (2018b), emphasizing how it can be applied
to manage users’ preferences. The investigation concluded that it is a suitable mechanism to study
computational management of preferences. Other argumentation frameworks were complemented
with a user preference architecture (Fig. 1), to show how the proposed system will handle conflict-
ing situations within arguments. The exploration conducted enabled us to validate the usefulness
of argumentation as we illustrated this by applying several scenarios.

Our previous paper Oguego et al. (2018b) further aimed to implement the system, including
developing a suitable interface that facilitates preference flow, from the user to the system, with
the integration of a reasoning system. This research has been able to provide the proposed practical
solution using argumentation to manage users’ preferences in a real smart home.

Figure 31.: Some database records of the filtered “Cake”, with last column indicating the cake
with “Sugar” or ”No Sugar’’

10. Conclusion and Further Work

Argumentation is a powerful tool for reasoning with inconsistent knowledge and time and the
demonstrations conducted enabled us to validate its potential to handle conflicting situations. As
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mentioned earlier, conclusions obtained by the system are justified through arguments supporting
their consideration.

Argumentation has been utilized along with the integration of a reasoning system (MReasoner)
and user preferences interface, to provide a useful tool that resolves detected conflicts in a smart
home. The implemented AAL system for smart homes aims to increase users’ satisfaction, which is
why it has been developed to understand and respond to the preferences of users. The system has
been designed to automate and provide viable decisions for the users through effective management
of users’ preferences. This research did not only aim to deliver an effective and efficient system
for AAL, ease of use was a necessary factor that we considered during the development process.
We provided an interface that enables users to manage their preferences easily in an intelligent
environment. Users should be entitled to personalized systems according to their preferences, which
should be reasonably easy for them.

Further work aims to focus on developing a mobile application version of the interface, and to
investigate how to generalize the management of multiple users conflicting preference(s) in the
same environment simultaneously.
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